Fuzz&Tim

Goblin Works Garage

to the rescue...
The Jaguar XK is a modern
classic, we talk to a very
happy owner of this beauty...
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elevision with cars in it is a hit and miss thing. We are aware
that a certain Gear based programme is back on the box, but
we are believers that simply mucking about with motors isn’t
enough. There is actually plenty that you can do to make a
difference in the world through the power of bringing classic cars
back to life and re-imagining daily drivers.
We can only be talking about Car SOS and Goblin Works Garage
Mod Shop, obviously. Yes, we have been having meaningful chats
with the Blokes and girl involved in these programmes and it was
nothing less than heartwarming. So head on over to Discovery+
for your proper motoring fix.
Meanwhile enjoy one of reader’s fine Jaguars photographed by
and interview by Kiran Parmar. Finally, Motoreasy are behind us
again, so we reach over 300,000 of their customers.
See you next time.
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News, Events &
Celebrations

Opel Ambassador is Top Coach

T

he world football association FIFA has named
Jürgen Klopp as “The Best FIFA Men’s Coach” for
the second successi e ear At the irtual awards
ceremon esterda e ening the i erpool manager
e pressl praised his coaching team without which the
Champions eague success in
and the nglish
remier eague win last season would not ha e been
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possible “The Best FIFA Men’s Coach” award is oted
for b millions of fans worldwide the coaches and
captains of the national teams of FIFA members and
selected ournalists Klopp is also brand ambassador
for pel hence the picture If the car loo s familiar it is
also a badged as a au hall in Blight

Nico Rosberg tests Volkswagen ID.R last year...

News, Events &
Celebrations

MINI SPECIALIT FITS FALKENS TO STARR MINI
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Get
The
Look

RINGO STARR’S MINI

ere is a great photo o ingo Starr and his ad ord ini Cooper S. This ar sold in 2017 or £102,000 at a Bonha s
u tion and interestingl ent to or er Spi e irl erri alli ell, although her arried na e is no
orner as she is
arried to the oss o the Mer edes or ula ne. t is a a ulous i age and ust as st lish is ingo hi sel . e is still a
great dru
er and a snapp dresser, so e are tr ing our er est to nd out o there are an threads around these da s
hi h are ust a groo , e ill spe ulate on the ost o an ordinar
ini Cooper S that pro a l did not elong to a
Beatle. n a , it as un to do.

Ringo
1 1966 Mini Cooper S £40,000+
2 Trousers - Moss Bros £25.00
3 Coat - Mod Clothing£179.00
Shirt - a es Curtis £22.50
ei a M-10 - ondon Ca era
lasses a £20. 9
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Car SOS

NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC
THURSDAY 8PM
FROM MARCH
11TH

Metroland
Fuzz Townsend and Tim Shaw are back again changing people’s lives and restoring
iconic classic cars including a very special Mini Metro in a 50 minute opener. They get
this 6R4 back on the road and into the hands of some very special people. This is just
one of the remarkable stories they share in the brand new series. .
Free Car Mag ask the questions..
9 freecarmag.com
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Car SOS
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NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC
THURSDAY 8PM
FROM MARCH
11TH
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Mods&
Rockers
Goblin Works Garage Mod Shop

FROM 4 TH
MARCH ON
DISCOVERY+

The Goblin Works crew are back in this brand-new discovery+ Original series, as Jimmy, Helen and Ant open their very own mod shop
to bring affordable custom design to everyday cars! Putting together stunning visual and performance mods based on their one-ofa-kind Goblin style, they treat deserving owners - from trainee vicars to NHS First Responders - to a major mod transformation,
turning their cars into one-off personalised rides. With just five days and a tight budget to transform each car, the crew tackle
everything from wheels and suspension set-ups to vinyl wraps and full body kits. Using their contacts in the custom world they’ll also
track down the best workshops and local artisans to realise their clients’ customised designs with a Goblin twist.
Free Car Mag ask the serious questions
12 freecarmag.com
188
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Goblin Works Garage Mod Shop
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FROM 4 TH
MARCH ON
DISCOVERY+
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Modern Classics

Watch & Listen here:

PuuurfectV8

https://youtu.be/Nsf-F b -t

Kiran Parmar finds out what makes the Jaguar XK so
special by talking to owner Jaydev Chauhan .
16 freecarmag.com

1412

Porsche 911 Turbo

Continued on pages 26-27
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874276197357596672/kUuht00m_400x400.jpg

NISSAN CAMO

Back-Seat Driver

Brexit + Classics

Have your say
18 freecarmag.com

@freecarmag1

Future Proof

SKODA REIMAGINED

Š
Š
Š

For more of the latest news and press releases go to freecarmag.com
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TTV
Shirts •Mugs•Books

Here are books written
by some of our
contributors and
friends plus you can
buy some T shirts and
other stuff with logos
on that helps keep us
going as FCM, I mean a
Free Car Mug will cheer
up tea time no end.
www.bangernomics.com

INSPIRED BY EVOQUE
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World of Books

PEUGEOT 205 GTI - CORRIGAN
AMBERLEY PUBLISHING £14.99

THE MANCHESTER HEINKEL
MATTHEW CORRIGAN £8.99

OSPREY - MATTHEW CORRIGAN
EMPIRE £8.95

THE ULIMATE ‘BOOKS’ BY
DAVID MILLOY £8.00
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TVMans Book
Le

INSPIRED BY EVOQUE
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Wanted

Bulova
Mens Watch

VIOFO A139 3 £219.68
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Buy Now
ORDER: NOW
FROM
£23,795

INSIGNIA
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AVAILABLE:
NOW
FROM
£18,780 +VAT

TOYOTA HILUX ARCTIC TRUCKS AT35

AVAILABLE:
NOW
FROM £26,805

MINI CLUBMAN + COUNTRYMAN SHADOW EDITION

freecarmag.com 25

Modern Classics

Photography Kiran Parmar

PuuurfectV8
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Photography Kiran Parmar

https://youtu.be/Nsf-F b -t
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ABD Welcomes
Fuel Duty Freeze
.

Podcast Alert

Bangers and Classics, the brilliant mind altering Podcast featuring James Ruppert and
David Milloy explaining life, the universe and everything to do with the wonderful world
of motoring Listen to the latest Podcast 'The Hardline According to…' The first episode
where James Ruppert and David Milloy explain what a Banger is and isn't, touches on
the hideous scrappage scheme, remembers the suitcase test and compares old
fashioned buttons with new fangled screens....

www.bangersandclassics.com

#BrownCarGuy

REVIEW

WATCH MY
VIDEO REVIEW
OF Audi A3
Sportback

Audi A3 Sp ortback

T

his is the Audi A3 Sportback
40 TFSI e. Translated: it’s the
A3 hatchback with a 1.4-litre
four-cylinder engine producing
150bhp. As the ‘e’ in the title signi(PHEV) which also packs an 85kW
electric motor integrated into the
six-speed dual clutch automatic
gearbox producing 107bhp.
But through some alchemy the
combined total is quoted as 204bhp.
of accelerating from rest to 62mph
in 7.6 seconds and two quoted
top speeds: 87mph in electric-only
mode and 141mph overall. Audi also
quotes an idealistic 280mpg fuel
is more likely in the real world.
It would not be unreasonable to
suggest this is a Volkswagen Golf
PHEV in a posher suit and a more
tailored lapels up front and beefy
shoulder pads stretching over the
extended wheel arches. Possibly
the best-looking design in the A3
lineage so far. Prices start from
about £33k.
unsurprisingly a little tight for this
seat set at my driving position. It
28 freecarmag.com

out seatbacks for added knee room.
Up front there are no issues
regarding space and you’re greeted
not just by a typically high-quality

takes a few styling cues from Lamborghini (owned by Audi). The two
vent pods perched on either side of
the instrument panel are meant to
make you feel like a supercar driver.

quential in a car of this size. Audi
claims sharper steering and more
responsive handling than the previand predictive electronics that anticipate the car’s movements. Though
it does not necessarily translate to
then does take you by surprise particularly on well rutted city roads.
The PHEV edition is less convincing value for what it delivers and the
the new A3 is a classy and comfy
thing with good agility and size for
city chores and enough maturity for
distance drives.

Brown CarGuy Says...

Keep a blanket in your EV

A

ttempting a 220-mile
round-trip in an electric car that has a range
of 160 miles proved an
eye-opener that left me
cold. I mean literally cold.
One of the key components in cars that drain
battery charge is the onboard heating. To ensure
a safety margin of range
over the course of the
switched off. Not fun in
four degrees centigrade.
Eco-mode was engaged
and hypermiling techniques employed with

speeds kept to no more
fun. Meanwhile range
anxiety kicked in and
as distractions included
contemplating whether
an extra set of Duracells
should have been packed
to home. Those wouldn’t
two extended stopovers
to recharge did and total
travel time went up by 50
percent.
Conclusion: a long drive
in an EV requires planning. And extra blankets.

WATCH MY VIDEO HERE

REVIEW

Toyota
Yaris
Hybrid

S

earch for the new Yaris on-

of links eulogising over the
wanna-be rally car edition that
is the GR Yaris – and we await to
have our own moment to rave
about its brilliance soon.
wheel drive pocket-rocket is a
halo car inhabiting a realm frequented by the likes of racing
drivers and YouTubers. For the
far more crucial concern. And the
worry is that all the investment
went into the headline-grabber
and that perhaps the bread-andbutter version was overlooked.

cost-effective as it’s ever been.

WATCH MY VIDEO REVIEW OF TOYOTA YARIS HYBRID

from just under £20k. It’s powered by a 1.5-litre three-cylinder motor producing 114bhp
and driving the front wheels
through an Electric CVT automatic. It can accelerate from
0-62mph in 9.7 seconds and

fuel at a rate of nearly 69mpg
and keeping CO2 emissions
down to just 92g/km.
Where it has evolved is in developing a big car feel. You sit
still leaving room for fouradults to climb on board. Its

real achievement over its forbears is in its design and presence. Taking inspiration from
with bulges over its wheels
emphasising its planted road
stance. New Yaris didn’t just

WATCH MY VIDEO REVIEW OF FORD RANGER RAPTOR

Y

REVIEW

FORD RANGER RAPTOR

our friends will call it a

bours will peg you as a
builder and your other half will
think you lost your marbles.
Particularly when you proudly
pronounce to all the doubters
on highly illegal steroids is actually the Ford Mustang of the
truck world.
The Raptor is too big for our

pose’ and nukes it with ‘shock
machismo like the mop cleaning up at Dwayne ‘The Rock’
Johnson’s gym. This truck is
designed to race off-road at up
four-cylinder bi-turbo diesel
is easily capable of propelling
it too thanks to 210bhp and
370lb ft of torque. But that’s

ic comes from the increased
and lofty ride height and the
sophisticated Fox suspension
transplant.
Plus there’s 33-inch BF Go-

speed automatic. This thing
is decked out like Arnie at the
with war paint. Driving one in
London is like taking an M16

geon shooting in the country.
The Ford Ranger Raptor is
better for it. There’s more capability and breath of extraordinary engineering than you’re
ever likely to need on our little
and over rougher ground than
your family and their groceries
– what’s not to like here?
freecarmag.com 29

Next Time
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Sign This

Scrap the proposed ban on new petrol and diesel cars

https://petition.parliament.u /petitions/
here are
million o us ith ars...
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flyscreenqueen.co.uk
01760 441423
folding roller sliding and chain
screens for doors and windows for home
and business, diy kits only

